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ABSTRACT
Making use of computational approaches like virtual screening of compound libraries are essential steps in drug discovery
mission. Several thousands of ligands and their analogs need to be computationally modeled and tested during early stages
of drug discovery in order to identify the best molecule with desired characteristics against the target protein which causing
the disease. Manual sketching of ligands and their analogs is a time consuming approach with high degree of human errors
involved. eAnalogs is a novel computational algorithm to override the manual methods. eAnalogs is a fast, reliable webaccessible software for construction of automated ligand analog libraries. The algorithm is based on simple random sample
statistical approach to create each analog of pre-defined atoms or functional groups with equal selection probability. The
de novo ligand design tool helps medicinal chemists to rapidly and accurately generate hundreds of analogs from basic 2dimensional chemical scaffold. The algorithm is capable of generating multiple analogs from single input chemical
structure by adding user-defined atoms, functional groups and ring structures to the selected positions in a combinatorial
manner. Software allows users to download result library in PDF and Structure Data Formats (SDF) that can be further
used for processing virtual High Throughput Screening (vHTS), Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationship (QSAR),
Lead Identification and Optimization techniques. The eAnalogs software is accessible at: http://insilico.liatrisbio.com/.
INTRODUCTION
Computational approaches have an increasingly important
role to play in drug discovery as can be seen by the
increasing
adoption
of
Cheminformatics
and
Bioinformatics methods1. In fact many Pharmaceutical
companies and drug discovery research groups have
already adopted computational virtual screening methods
as an alternate or to complement conventional high
throughput screening experiements2. Virtual screening
libraries are typically collections of very large numbers of
small molecules which are more drug like substances3.
These large compound libraries are screened by advanced
computational tools in order to identify new compounds
that have desired activities against the drug target4,5. Novel
compounds from these computational screening methods
are most likely to be binding with the disease causing agent
usually a receptor or an enzyme and activates or inhibits
their biological functions6,7. Quality of such screening
libraries is a crucial factor for the identification of best
compounds that have the maximum probability of
successfully making through the drug discovery pipeline8.
Knowledge-based smarter computational methods not
only help the pharmaceutical industry to cut down their
research costs, but also to speedup introducing more drugs
into the market for human welfare9. Computer Aided Drug
Design (CADD) approaches often process multiple ligand
scaffolds and their analogs for virtual bioactivity
screening. Medicinal chemists search for the best analogue
with optimum biological activity towards the target protein
*Author for Correspondence

with desired absorption, distribution, metabolism,
excretion, toxicity (ADMET) features. Several thousands
of analogs are usually designed and screened for this
purpose. Medicinal chemists frequently need to
experiment with random functional groups and/or atoms
and their combinations at multiple positions on scaffold in
order to discover novel ligands. Most of the virtual
screening libraries are enriched with several structural
analogs of chemical scaffolds10,11.
Structural analogs are compounds having similar chemical
scaffold but differ in certain components like atoms,
functional groups, or substructures12. Structural analogs
have a chemical similarity but may vary in physical,
chemical, biological, or pharmacological properties13.
Manual methods of compound sketching are time
consuming; require added man power and it indirectly
affect the cost of drugs. Efficient computational methods
can replace these manual methods and can speedup lead
identification and optimization processes.
Present research explains and demonstrates all the aspects
of the software eAnalogs, which is a web-accessible tool
to automate ligand analog design and compound library
construction. The aim for development of new software for
drug design is to replace or complement manual curation
efforts of medicinal chemists to construct chemical analog
libraries for their drug discovery researches. Further this
study is extended to explore the contributions of this tool
in the ligand design and optimization studies.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Web Server
eAnalogs software is configured on a web server
connected to the internet for online access. Users from
worldwide can access the software using their personal
computers connected to the internet by visiting the
website, http://insilico.liatrisbio.com/. Internet browsers
like Internet Explorer, Google Chrome or Mozilla can be
used for accessing the web-based software. Users are
requested to allow pop-ups or add-ons on their internet
browsers in order to load the page successfully. The
software is using a Java molecule sketcher applet for input
molecule submission and is also required by the user to add
the web server link to the Java security exception site lists.
Software Design
eAnalogs software consists of molecule input interface,
algorithm processing phase and result output phase. Input
interface enables user to provide input molecule structure
in any of the three methods of manual sketching, inserting
SMILE format, or importing molecule structure file in
CML17, MOL18, or SDF19 formats. As a next step, user
needs to define maximum of two variable positions on the
input molecule where fragments are to be added in a
combinatorial manner and construct the analog library.
These two positions are to be labeled as ‘U’ and ‘V’ using
the atom label option on the sketcher applet. A list of
atoms, functional groups and heterocyclic rings are listed
on the input page in which user can select the desired
fragments to be added to the ‘U’ and ‘V’ positions. A job
name must be provided in order to submit the job for
algorithm processing. Input molecule structure and
parameters have been taken to the next level of processing
phase from the input interface. Algorithm used by the
software analyzes the input structure and attach chosen
atoms, functional groups or heterocyclic rings to the user
defined positions in a combinatorial manner. Once the
process is finished, algorithm passes the newly generated
analog structures to the output result page automatically.
Result page displayed to the user lists the resulted analogs
as individual structure images. Users can download the
results in PDF or SDF formats using the download options
provided on the output page.
Algorithm
eAnalogs software uses a proprietary algorithm in order to
generate structural analogs in a fast and efficient manner.
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Every structural analog is created by attaching choosen
atoms or functional groups to the pre-defined positions on
the input scaffold based on a simple random sampling
statistical approach14. User defined atoms and chemical
groups are sampled with equal probability in order to
create analogs with equal structural distribution. Several
iterations of samplings are conducted to attain all possible
combinations of chemical analogs. Algorithm is
terminated after attaining the maximum possible analog
combinations.
Input Methods
On the input page, user is permitted to supply the scaffold
structure into which selected fragments are to be added and
generate the analog library. JChemPaint15 molecule editing
applet incorporated into the eAnalogs interface allows the
user to submit molecule in three methods, 1) manual
sketching, 2) SMILE15 format, and 3) structure file in
CML17, MOL18, or SDF19 formats.
Sketch Molecule
The molecule editing applet featured with sketching
components permits user to manually sketch and design
the input structure (Fig. 1a). The applet also provides
various prebuilt structural fragment templates to
complement the manual structure drawing efforts.
Import SMILE Notation
The simplified molecular-input line-entry system (SMILE
format)15 is a common method of structure representation.
SMILE notation of the input molecule can be inserted into
the molecule editing applet and convert it to structure.
Import Structure File
As third option, input molecule can be opened from
structure files. Molecule editing applet supports most
commonly used structure files such as Chemical Markup
Language (CML)17, MDL MOL file18, and Structure Data
File (SDF)19.
Define Variable Structural Positions (R Positions)
Current version of eAnalogs allows user to select up to two
positions on the scaffold structure as variable positions for
analog library construction20,21. User needs to define first
and second variable positions using the select and custom
change element tools on the sketcher applet and label
positions as “U” and “V” consecutively (Fig. 1b and 1c).
Fragments Selection
Input interface contains a list of fragments for user to select
as R position variables and to be inserted into the core
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Figure 1 (a): Manual sketching of input structure (b) labeling two variable positions as “U” and “V” using the custom
change element tool on the applet (c) input scaffold structure with two variable positions successfully labeled and
defined.
compound. Current version of eAnalogs is featured with 8
atoms (Nitrogen, Oxygen, Phosphorous, Sulphur,
Fluorine, Chlorine, Bromine, and Iodine), 20 functional
groups and 20 heterocyclic rings as choices of additions at
the R-Positions (Table 1).
Job Submission
Once the input molecule, R-positions, and the fragments
are defined, the job to be submitted for processing with a
job name mandatorily provided.
Functionality
Automated Ligand Analog Library Generation
eAnalogs software functions in a systematic combinatorial
manner22-24 in order to generate unique structural analogs.
The structure of the core compound, submitted by the user
is analyzed as a primary step and variable positions are
mapped for the fragment replacements to be made. Newly
generated structures are stored to form a library for future
reference and to avoid repeated construction of same
compounds. Software is featured with downloading results
in structure data formats which offers research scientists an
easier way to process and characterize multiple ligands for
virtual High Throughput Screening. Processing page leads
to the results page with analog structures displayed as
images and option to view and download the results in PDF
as well as Structure Data Formats (SDF) (Fig. 2).
In existing systems, manual molecule sketching and full
filling positions with fragments one by one is a time
consuming process and high degree of human errors
involved. Proposed software tool is designed to dominate
on the existing systems with increased accuracy and speed
in combinatorial library generation.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Displaying Analogs as Images
Once the eAnalogs algorithm is processed and analog
library is generated, results are displayed as two
dimensional images of the newly designed structures by
replacing the ligands in the core scaffold compound given

as input. In the existing system, three dimensional
structural views are not facilitated. Current version of the
software allows two dimensional views of structures which
again blocks the information against molecular
conformational changes.
Results in PDF Form
Users are permitted to download the results in the form of
PDF report on successful completion of the process.
Analog Library in Structure Data Format (SDF)
Newly generated analog library can be downloaded in the
form for Structure Data Format (SDF) on successful
completion of the process. These libraries can be used as
inputs for computer aided drug design processes.
Automated structure enumerators21 play a key role in lead
identification and optimization drug discovery steps. It
enables fast discovery of new lead compounds and thereby
leads to efficient drug discovery process. It also helps in
creating a compound database with minimal time
investment. The algorithm also supports in near future with
multiple options of atoms, functional groups and fragments
for position replacements. The calculated ADMET
properties of the new analogs created will also be added as
a new feature into eAnalogs software.
Newly generated analog libraries have their own
advantages of comparing the structures for different
fragment combinations and finding the best one having
high conformational stability. This high conformational
stability has a key role in Drug design, as more stable
compounds can be most widely used in the production of
new drug.
A better idea about the ADMET properties also plays a key
role in choosing the ligand for production of drugs, as these
ADMET properties give much more idea about the
solubility of the drug and also about the stability of the
newly designed compound.
Existing systems are limited with features like automated
multiple replacement or insertions of fragments to the
scaffold. Even if present, those are either time consuming
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Figure 2: eAnalogs process outline
or non-user friendly. Manual structure drawing tools
consume more man power to get the structures of the
newly synthesized compounds. Users need to draw the
core compound manually and attach individual atoms or
fragments to make individual analog. Information related
to the structure stability or the conformational changes
made by the functional group added to the structure are
also not available. This made the structure an unstable one
in proceeding further in the drug design. Manual errors
also made major issue while drawing the same structures
repeatedly, ultimately leading to a wrong core structure.
Proposed algorithm is trying to overcome the issues faced
with existing systems. In eAnalogs, ‘n’ number of
positions can be added or replaced with atoms or fragments
at the same time. This reduces the time consumption,
which is very vital in early stage drug discovery process.
Since the software itself automatically generates the
multiple combinations of structures, it reduces the man
power needed exponentially. Also it is possible to save
newly designed structure images and structure data files
for future studies.
CONCLUSION
The present investigation introduced and demonstrated
eAnalogs, a web-based software intending to automate
ligand analogs sketching and combinatorial compound
library construction. Software is featured with processing
user sketched or imported single chemical scaffold with
defined positions where structural changes to be reflected.
Desired atoms, functional groups or chemical rings to be
selected from a pre-defined list provided by the software.
Software generates multiple analogs from a single core
chemical scaffold by adding and replacing user-defined
atoms, functional groups and chemical rings of interests

and their combinations. The software then combines these
input data and then goes on multiplying the structure of the
new compounds with replacements. The application of the
developed methodology to dynamic image database
environment (i.e., support insertion and deletion of images
in the database) is highly appreciable as it is used to insert
and delete bonds in the scaffold structure obtained for
enumeration. eAnalogs is presently incorporated to the
web-based
software
platform
Cheminformatica
workbench, which will be added with new modules like
ADMET screening, Bioactivity prediction etc., in the near
future.
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